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The Weft-warrens are a dangerous place 
even without a massive chasm blocking your 

progress. Will you pay the dreaded Blackmoon 
goblins to let you pass, or face the uncertain 
dangers of the long-avoided span that looms 

over the gap? 
 
 

A short adventure for 4-6 players using 
The Fantasy Trip 

Adventure Hook
The heroes are in the Weft-warrens (or any large 
subterranean complex) for their own reasons, traveling 
to a location or returning from an adventure. A huge 
black chasm blocks their passage forward and seems to 
bisect the cave for some distance. It’s sides are steep and 
crumbling, and there is no telling what lurks in its depths. 
Following a rough trail along the edge, the group sees the 
arching  outline of a bridge in the distance ending in a 
huge stone column. Nearby, a spindly rope bridge crosses 
the gap as well.

Adventure Background
In ages past the Keeper Wizard Axar Zuvras carved this 
complex out of a huge stone pillar away from the noise 
and intrigues of Crucible city.  And with the stone he 
removed he created the blue-black stone span across 
the deep chasm that ran next to his retreat. For years 
his Night’s Bridge – named for the wizard’s moon sigil 
–  was the main route over this impasse between the 
city and the warrens along the great cavern’s walls. But 
during the conflicts that followed Kain’s disappearance, 
the gate house was sealed up and no one has been able 
to pass since. After years of trying to breach the stone 
doors in gate house, the nearby Blackmoon goblin tribe 
manage to build a rope bridge and now control the 
traffic in this area.

Shavti, Blackmoon goblin chief
ST12 / DX14(11) / IQ11 / MA10 / AD3 / D1d+1

Talents: Crossbow, Pole Weapons, 
Thrown Weapons, Ride, Animal 
Handling, Assess Value, Tactics

Shavti rose to command of 
Blackmoon goblins by 
poisoning the previous 
chief and  putting an 
end to the clans long 
struggle to open the 
Night’s Bridge tower. 
He used his skill with trapping 
and training giant spiders to build the rope bridge over 
the chasm and now the goblins charge tolls to allow 
passage. He is shrewd and very good at sizing up the 
prospects of travelers, but is not a very brave leader.  

Tactics: He is proud and full of bluster when meeting 
strangers, and will demand heavy tribute. If threatened, 
he will quickly show force with his two spider guards 
and bowmen. But if the threat persists, he is quick to call 
retreat and scuttle over the lip of the chasm.

Shavti’s most striking feature is the large purple spider 
on which he always rides. Otherwise, he is a bright-eyed 
goblin of large proportions wearing an assortment of 
chain armor pieces, cheap adornments and loud fabrics.

New Items
Shadow blade (10X weapon cost + $1000) The cunning 
smiths of the shadowights infuse these weapons with 
the stuff of shadow itself to give them otherworldly 
power. These blades are +1DX to attack and ignore 
one point of armor when damaging. They may 
also strike immaterial and insubstantial enemies. 
Unfortunately, their shadowy makeup makes 
these blades non-functional in bright sunlight. 
Contrary to the name, any metal weapon can 
be made as a shadow blade.

Astralabe ($20,000) This rare magical instrument 
allows a wizard to free themselves from their physical 

body and travel on the astral plane. The traveler 
may go to any location it has previously visited 

or can visualize. The ST cost is 6 to travel and 
lasts an hour. More so, a figure familiar with 
the working of an astrolabe or a scholar who 
studies the planes might use the instrument to 

travel  (difficulty set by GM) to a place based on 
description or second-hand accounts.

New Creatures
Cerberian Hound

ST24 / DX14 / IQ7 / MA12 / AD2 / #A3 / D2d

Powers: Mage Sight, Eyes-Behind, Pervasive attacks, Does not sleep

Perhaps inspired by the mythical, three-headed beast that guards the 
gates of the underworld, these magical hounds have been created by 
wizards to watch over their own gates. Their heavy muscles, strong 
jaws, and snakelike hides make them doughty protectors, while their 
keen senses and lack of need to rest keep them 
ever vigilant. Cerberian hounds can see if 
they have constant Mage Sight and have 
no side or rear hexes as Eyes-behind with 
no ST cost. They can attack with each of 
three heads at their front hexes 
in normal or HTH combat. The 
hound’s attacks are pervasive 
across existence and are effective 
against immaterial, insubstantial, 
and incorporeal enemies. If a figure is bit 
in HTH combat, the hound may attempt to 
pin them in its jaws. If successful, additional 
heads may join the HTH combat to hold the figure.



The great cavern that forms the Weft is never easy to travel, 
but the impossibly deep chasm that blocks your path is more 
treacherous than normal. Given no other choice, you follow the 
rough trail along its edge looking for a crossing.

Along this trail (1) the group might encounter dangers like slimes, 
roving ghouls, or a giant termite colony, or natural obstacles like 
lava pools or gas clouds. For more information about the Weft, 
check out our blog posts at imaginaeriemedia.com. 

Silken Span
After a seeming endless trudge along the chasm’s rim, a looming 
black span can be spotted crossing the gap leading to a towering 
pillar that rises into the darkness. Before this imposing structure 
can be reached, the group notes a narrow rope structure crossing 
the chasm as well. A large mound (2) rises 20 feet next to the trail 
branch, ands a figure in a wide-brimmed hat can be seen peering 
from an opening at the mound’s top. If approached, the goblin 
guard (ST10 / DX12 / IQ10/ MA10 / AD0 / D1d, ITL p. 77) will level its 
bow at the group and demand a toll. 

It will strike a gong and two giant spiders (ST20 / DX12 / IQ2/ 
MA12 / AD0 / D1+2d poison, ITL p. 95) with goblin riders carrying 
long spears and horse bows will appear from over the rim. One is 
Shavti (see reverse) the goblin chieftain. He will look the group over 
and assess their toll at roughly 50% of their liquid wealth. If the 
group balks or threatens violence Shavti will shout a battle cry, and 
two more goblins will pop out of openings with bows and a third 
spider-rider will start across the bridge from the far side. If more 
than two goblins are killed, or any spiders, Shavti will call a retreat 
and the goblins will cut the bridge and seal off their warren. There 
are 15 goblins total, but only 10 are capable fighters. The goblin 
responds well to flattery and will negotiate, but his demands will 
be steep. If questioned he will explain that the bridge was built by 
a long-dead wizard but is impossible to cross. 

The bridge (3) is built with spider silk and scavenged materials. It 
can safely hold only 400 pounds at a time. Make an 3d/ST12 save 
if that weight is exceeded, with +1d for each 100 pounds.  If a 
figure is on the span when it breaks, make a 3/DX save to grab on, 
and Climbing checks as if on a rope ladder (ITL p.118) to climb out. 
Falling would kill any figure outright, as the chasm is hundreds of 
feet deep and filled with noxious fumes.

Below the rope bridge is a fissure (4) oozing molten lava. Figures 
within one hex of the flow take 1d damage from heat. 

The Night’s Bridge
The old trail branches off at the blue-black stone bridge (5) that 
arches over the chasm. Grime and fungus show its disuse, but the 
obviously ancient structure shows little decay. The far end of the 
bridge is shadowed under a gatehouse set into a huge stone pillar. 
The gate is topped with a circular sigil in the shape of a deep black 
crescent moon. The supports of the Night’s Bridge are home to a 
swarm of vampire bats (ST1 / DX 10  / IQ6 / MA 20 / D1, ITL p.100), 
30 of which fly out whenever fresh prey comes close.

Above the gatehouse is a crenelated parapet (6). Currently two 
shadowights are on watch here (ST11 / DX 11 (9)  / IQ8 / MA 
10 / D1d+2, ITL p.82) with longbows, shadow blade arrows (see 
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reverse) and leather armor. While strange to behold, 
these creatures are not undead – merely touched by 
shadow. With their leader unconscious they will not draw 
attention to themselves, but will fire through the murder 
hole in the roof if combat occurs in the gatehouse.

Within the gatehouse (7) the shadows are even deeper. 
Two more shadowights in black leather carrying shadow 
shortwords (1d damage) are squatting over a third lying 
on the flagstones. They will defend their leader to the 
death, but do not wish to start combat. If questioned 
they will explain their leader Syndera has traveled beyond 
the enchanted doorway and something has gone wrong, 
and she has not returned to her body. The form on the 
ground is breathing shallowly and is clutching some kind 
of complex clockwork astrolabe (see reverse).  

Within the Walls
The double-door itself is carved from the same stone as 
the bridge and is engraved with scrollwork and arcane 
symbols, including variations of the moon sigil and other 
astrological signs. Each door has the words ‘WHAT’ and 
‘BUT NEVER’  centered and widely spaced in its central 
panel. No lock or handle is visible, and no magic will open 
the doors. The wights claim the door has been sealed 
for centuries and they were here to find the secret of tis 
opening and take control of the bridge.

Beyond the door is a beautifully carved chamber. It is 
currently empty except for a cerberian hound (see reverse) 
clutching the unconscious Syndera in one of its jaws. This 
side of the door features the words ‘FALLS’ and ‘BREAKS’ 
centered on the left and ‘BREAKS’  and ‘FALLS’ on the 
right. Together they read ‘what falls but never breaks’ and 
‘what breaks but never falls’. These signify nightfall and 
dawn respectively,  and correspond to symbols carved on 
the doors. Pressing these will release the doors. Healing 
Syndera’s physical body will waken her, or killing her 
would free the astralabe for another user. 

The winding stairs lead up to the guards’ barracks. A 
one-way magic passage leads out to the parapet and an 
ancient, locked (4d to open) chest holds $54, four bottles 
of brandy long-past their peak, and a good luck charm 
that gives +1DX on save tests. A second Gate leads to a 
spot 5 feet above a well in Crucible, dropping figures into 
the water and depositing their equipment in the chest.

The exit chamber of the pillar (10) has equally complex 
carvings on its doors, and features ‘BREAKS’ and ‘FALLS’ in 
the opposite order. 

Continuing the Adventure
How things proceed greatly depends on who is in 
charge of the bridge when completed. If the wights 
are still around they will want control. If the heroes 
want command, they will have to defeat the wights. 
Once opened, the goblins will also try to take control 
of the vital passage. There is also the question of what 
happened to Axar Zuvras.
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